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What is OKITE®

OKITE® is a surface that, quite simply, is the stuff of dreams. It lights up kitchens, dining areas, bathrooms or any 
other area of a home. It’s a unique compound of polymer resin and up to 93% quartz, one of the toughest and most 
naturally attractive of all minerals. 
It’s highly heat, stain and scratch resistant and is extremely durable  – five times stronger and more durable than 
granite – and non-porous. 
It never needs sealing. Plus, it’s remarkably easy to clean and maintain.  In short, it’s a luxurious material like no other. 
OKITE® is kinder to the environment, too. From sustainably sourced quartz to recycled glass, from our quality-
certified cleaner production processes to our continuous quest for more efficient use of natural resources, our 
commitment to the planet and people is at the heart of everything we do.

Total practicality

It’s a fact.  Pristine surfaces will invariably get soiled. They’ll suffer the occasional liquid spillage. And hard objects 
will be scraped or dropped on them from time to time. 
It’s a good thing, therefore, that the quartz in OKITE® is the fourth hardest material known to man. OKITE® is five 
times stronger and more durable than granite, making it remarkably tough to scratch. It never needs sealing, so 
it’s also very stain resistant, offering far higher levels of protection against oil, coffee, wine and soft drinks, for 
example.
OKITE® is also certified as a safe and hygienic product for use in food preparation areas. Its non-porous surface 
resists staining and prevents absorption of moisture or food which can harbour harmful bacteria. As a result, 
there’s no need to use any protective chemicals, making it safer for you and your family.
All it needs to keep it in prime condition is the occasional wipe – beautiful design at its most convenient.

Gentler on the environment

OKITE® has been certified, by the leading international certification bodies and institutes, as a safe and healthy 
product, ideal for the installation in schools and hospitals.

• Certified to ISO 14001 standard – The environmental  protection standard in industry. Covering 
all internal and external procedures, it ensures safety for all our  workers and an environmentally 
friendlier production process requiring almost no detergents.

• Health certificate: according to NSF, OKITE® is a safe and healthy product which lends itself to the 
installation and use in areas destined to food preparation, both at home and in cafés or restaurants. 
Its non-porous surface, in fact, is stain-resistant and prevents the absorption of moisture and food 
residues which may result in the formation of harmful bacteria;

• Safe use of OKITE® in schools and indoor spaces: the GREENGUARD Environmental Institute 
has approved the use of OKITE® in indoor spaces and schools. The product does not contain or release 
any hazardous volatile organic compounds, according to the strict standards established by the GEI;

• Total compliance with the EU standards on good manufacturing practices (GMP): SEIEFFE 
voluntarily and regularly checks the compliance of manpower, training, raw materials, packaging 
and manufacturing processes. The reference standards are the GMPs, established by the 2023/2006 
European Commission Regulation.
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CLASSIC  

BASIC

EASY           

1706 Easy Beige

1705  White

1707 Easy Brown 1710 Easy Bronze

1709 Easy Grey

1717 Roman Stone1663 Bianco Classico

1405 Grigio Scuro1432 Grigio Chiaro 1114 Nero Assoluto

1665 Bianco Assoluto

1715 Afyon1642 Crema

1911 Grigio Nordico1916 Grigio Assoluto

1896 Bianco Carrara 4001 White Avion

1931 Arabescato Verde

1701 Verde Medea1915 Antracite

1926 Crema Botticino

2253 Moka Cream

4003 Mystic Grey

4002 Ocean Grey

1813 Marrone Imperiale

1932 Grigio Bardiglio

1801 Verde Oriente

4004 Marquinia Black

1804 Nero Reale

2005 Prisma Bianco

2009 Prisma Nero

NEW

NEW

Reference Chart

Color and structure purely indicative.   

OKITE UK COLLECTION PRICE CATEGORIES LIST

CATEGORY CODE NAME COLLECTION

EASY

1706 Easy Beige Easy

1707 Easy Brown Easy

1709 Easy Grey Easy

1710 Easy Bronze Easy

BASIC

1705 White Monocolore

1114 Nero Assoluto Base

1405 Grigio Scuro Bicolore

1432 Grigio Chiaro Monocolore

1663 Bianco Classico Base

1717 Roman Stone Monocolore

CLASSIC

1642 Crema Monocolore

1665 Bianco Assoluto Base

1701 Verde Medea Base

1715 Afyon Monocolore

1801 Verde Oriente Venati

1804 Nero Reale Venati

1813 Marrone Imperiale Venati

1896 Bianco Carrara Venati

1911 Grigio Nordico Base

1915 Antracite Base

1916 Grigio Assoluto Base

1926 Crema Botticino Venati

1931 Arabescato Verde Venati

1932 Grigio Bardiglio Venati

2005 Prisma Bianco Prisma

2009 Prisma Nero Prisma

2253 Moka Cream Venati

4001 White Avion Venati

4002 Ocean Grey Venati

4003 Mystic Grey Venati

4004 Maquinia Black Venati

 


